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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Good experience. Fast
response and ever delivered to the my house which was over 2 hours away. I spoke with a very
nice gentleman that took the time to find out what I actually want, engine wise and price. He has
promised to watch for me and keep in touch. Great to deal with today. Great lot, good cars at
good prices, and really good customer service, I would definitely recommend. Milan motors was
great! They contacted me very promptly and we actually stayed on the phone for about 45 mins.
The salesman walked around the car and gave me every detail I asked for. He was very patient
and was in no rush to pressure the deal. Even though they didnt get me financed, they were
very helpful, kept in contact about everything. Salesman was very knowledgeable about Jeeps.
The vehicle I was looking at had already sold. Very responsive! Accommodated our changing
schedule. We ended up purchasing a car which met our needs. Neal is a Fantastic Gentleman
who has been the most Trustworthy and Helpful to My Family and is still trying to find us the
vehicle that fits our needs. Salesman was very helpful and accommodating. Of course they try
and upsell you at the end but overall experience was good. Although I will not buying this car at
this time, they were very helpful, retuned my phone calls promptly and tried very hard to get me
approved for a loan. I need to wait a couple months but would definitely do business with them
again. A non pushing and very accommodating used dealer. Will buy our next car there as well!
Only communicated through phone calls, because I live about over an hour away. They were
very good with communicating with me, but I bought a car closer to my residence! Nice
employees, were very kind and helpful. Drove to Raleigh, after discussion about Fiat, drove it
and bought it. They have some knowledgeable employee, whom try to work with your needs and
respect for you. Fast Responses and Clean vehicles inside and outside and reasonably priced.
Yes the car is beautiful but the price is too high but I might consider because this vehicle in
particular is well made a car that is made in Japan. Fantastic people! Great dealership, highly
recommend to anyone searching for a vehicle. Excellent experience purchasing our new
Telluride. Taylor and Tom worked with us throughout the process and provided excellent
communication. Pickup was simple and hassle free. Would recommend Royal Kia to anyone,
worth the drive from Phoenix! They did contact me several times. Work took over my time. I am
sorry I did not reach back out to them. The mileage was higher than my limit, but the car looked
beautiful. I should have followed up. Didn't work out but they had great communication
answered when I called and did try to get me approved. Bad business they took my check
Stubbs a copy of my driver license told me they would get back with me I waited and waited for
days and called them back and they sold the hummer. His response was prompt and courteous,
and just reassured me of how much they value my business. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. At the time I was there, the office was lightly staffed.
The agent was polite and knowledgeable about the inventory. There is a little "3rd World"
awkwardness, but nothing to really subtract from decent quality of service, just be
understanding of an alternate sense of urgency. They're OK, but need a part-time auto detailer.
They made my car buying experience very pleasant. The Earnhardt car buying experience was
positively the greatest. The entire team was welcoming, friendly, and genuine. Professional
dealership, no hard sell, recommend to visit APX for your next vehicle. Friendly, and very
helpful! Made the process relatively painless. Got me a lower interest rate than I could find! Very
professional, quick and easy. Car sold that i was interested in, but good thing is their inventory
is more than sufficient for my next pick. Ask for Jack at APX, he has been great. They replied
promptly and seemed genuinely interested in being helpful and earning my business. Wonderful
experience. Purchased my car from them. Helpful, professional. No pressure. They really went
the extra mile to insure the used car I purchased met their standard and mine. Did not respond
by emailed but, did answer when I called, texted the directions to me and I will be visiting
Houston in a couple days, I will have an update after. I suggest looking at the CARFAX on all
cars from this dealer since it was not clarified on the ad that stated the car was clean. It was a
black Hyundai Elantra Limited. The guy I spoke with was a gentleman and very knowledgeable
of the car. He went above and beyond for me even sending me pictures of the car that had some
imperfections. I thought that was very nice and professional of him. A real nice guy and a

positive experience. Responded quickly, honest about issues with car. Still considering even
though it's not exactly what I'm looking for and happy to work with them again. Great customer
service and understanding to what car you leave with. Thanks so much, Ehab. We were very
happy with the service we got. They explained everything to us and answered all of our
questions. We are very happy with our purchase, great vehicle and great price. Would highly
recommend buying your next vehicle here! Car was incorrectly listed manual transmission
vehicle listed as an automatic , which was weird, but whatever, I'm looking for a manual. Rep I
spoke with was rude. Further, had to apply for financing elsewhere, as they do NOT work with
the companies listed. Wont contact again. An absolute delight working with him. The car was as
described, and priced very well. I purchased the car and was in and out in 30 minutes! A true
good guy for the industry. The salesman fro Audi of tTucson called. We made an appointment
for me to test drive the car. I went there and the car was out front. I got in the car and hit my
head getting in the car, and my head was against the ceiling inside. The interior was cheap
plastic. I was not at all interested in the Kia Rio after seeing it up close. My Scion iA has much
more headroom! Not good customer service, was told there where going to have 3 trucks ready
and they only had 1. The truck was dirty had mud on door panels, it wasn't presentable. The
other trucks that where supposed to be there weren't. I give this company poor ratings. This
won't let me continue so 1 star rating i have to out down which they don't deserve. Dealership
was great! Sales staff and finance department were excellent. Very easy to deal with , I got a
great deal they even washed it and filled it with gas. Thanks Brandon! These guys are great.
Allowed me to take the truck to my mechanic and have it checked out and are very patient as I
sort out my finances. Truck is immaculate. I'm buying it. We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to
All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. The build quality, reliability, and performance of Infiniti does not disappoint. They are
well-optioned, comfortable, and sporty. Definitely put Infiniti on your short list. The FX35 is the
real deal. Easy on the eyes and with the moves of a sports car - kind of like a prom queen who is
also a champion kick boxer. The V6 is smooth, with no stumbles and a broad power band. One
trick - through the shifter in Sport Mode once or twice and thank me forever. Read more. The
FX35 has a very sharp look and handles extremely well. The seats are very comfortable and
there is plenty of room in the back seat for passengers. I have not had to take the car to the
shop at all for repairs, just the regular maintenance. For an SUV, I was very satisfied with the
gas mileage, averaging near 20 mpg. I loved the performance Why Use CarGurus? All rights
reserved. Infiniti is Nissan's luxury car division. Its history can be traced back two decades ago
when the company's first vehicles were sold. Part of the Oriental commercial tsunami, Infiniti
swept across the American land with remarkable speed but with little strength. Freshly born, it
did not scream loud enough to be heard. Sales of their first model, the Q45 were fairly poor as a
result of what is widely believed to have been slightly bad advertising. In attempt to draw
attention to their cars, Infiniti resorted to a series of Zen-inspired commercials that showed the
car very briefly or not at all in some cases. However, Infiniti concentrated resources in a second
ad campaign and production of superior quality automobiles that eventually paid off. No matter
how good or bad Infiniti's ad strategy was, its vehicles were truly attention worthy. The Q45 for
example sported a brawny hp V8 engine, four wheel steering and active suspension, all of these
features having been a premiere for automobiles in its class. Meticulously executed trims and
fine finishes further added to the car's overall appearance. Even the Infiniti badge hints at the
extent the company would go to develop a quality top-selling product: far. Comparisons are lost
within infinity thus 'far' becomes incommensurable. The horizontal bars shaped to form a
stylized highway meet somewhere close to the horizon which is never a fixed point. Besides
clever product badging and advertising, Infiniti has been striving to stay on top ever since it
became a stable brand. If the car-market context of that time is to be taken into consideration,
Infiniti did good considering that European markets had surpassed traditional brands like
Lincoln and Cadillac. The beginning of the 's saw Infiniti launching a second model, the M30
which sold rather slowly compared to the Q Towards the mid 90's however, Infiniti would
release the QX4, a modified version of the Nissan Pathfinder, making the company the first to
have sold a luxury SUV right after specialized manufacturers like Jeep and Land Rover. After
experiencing poor sales due to insufficiently developed models and wrong demographic

targeting, Infiniti was nearing extension. Just like Hyundai, Infiniti did not cease to exist but
instead focused on developing a newer range of vehicles that ultimately ensured the brand's
survival. The marque entered a new stage in with the release of the G35, a model predating the
launch of the G37, a model farther from anything Infiniti has done in the past. The brand is
presently making its way through European markets. Since its foundation, it has limitlessly
grown, currently including dealers in 15 countries. Its global operations have grown
exponentially, having stretched form Mexico to Russia and from Ukraine to China and Taiwan.
As with the majority of Japanese car makers, Infinti emphasizes the importance of technological
improvements. Among the latest innovations, it has delivered the regenerative Anti Scratch
Advanced Paint or ASAP as well as the Around View, an optics system that allows the driver to
see a complete image of the car's surroundings. Infiniti used to build one of our favorite SUVs
before it was eventually killed off in It was called the FX and lived for just two model generations
from to , changing its name to the QX70 in to align with Infiniti's new nomenclature. For this
Smart Buy, we wanted to focus on a very particular version of the second generation of the FX
and QX70 , built from to Most second-generation FX models were sold with a 3. The Infiniti FX50
was powered by a unique 5. This engine was also sold for a single model year in after the FX50
was rebadged as the QX So what is so special about this engine? We even mentioned this
engine to a few Infiniti product planners during an interview and they seemed as surprised as
we were to learn this engine was never used in another production car. We say production car
because this engine was used in various LMP3 racing cars where it produced hp. We don't
know exactly how many FX models were sold with this engine but they are much harder to find
than the V6 models and virtually impossible to find with a QX70 badge. Unfortunately, many of
the examples we found are nearing or have already exceeded , miles, which isn't surprising
given their age. Finding a QX70 with the 5. Since there isn't much of a difference in price, we'd
say it is fine to settle for an FX50 that is only one year older. Of course, all of these examples
are now past their warranty and finding a certified pre-owned example will prove difficult. With a
V8 racing motor under the hood, you'd rightfully expect the FX50 to be fast. Not only are these
numbers quick even today, but they were also better than a Mustang GT back in Infiniti even
launched a limited edition Sabastien Vettel version of the car , though it was only sold in
Europe. All FX50 models sent their power out to a rear-biased AWD system through a
seven-speed automatic transmission. Other performance features included inch Enkei wheels,
downshift rev matching, magnesium column-mounted paddle shifters, adaptive suspension,
and rear active steer like a Skyline GT-R. Inside, the FX will have trouble matching the level of
technology found in a modern SUV, though it isn't too bad considering Infiniti and Nissan still
use this same infotainment system on brand-new models like the QX60 and Z. Of course, the
system doesn't feature Android Auto or Apple CarPlay compatibility, though basic Bluetooth
and navigation functions are available. The FX also had plenty of advanced safety features
including adaptive cruise control with stop and go, a surround-view monitor with parking
sensors, lane departure warning, lane departure prevention, and blind-spot monitoring. Since
this is a mid-size SUV, it is also quite practical. The trunk offers The FX also has plenty of luxury
touches including quilted leather, heated and ventilated seats, passive entry with push-button
start, and dual-zone automatic climate control. We don't think we are wrong in saying the FX50
95 honda civic
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is the most unique car Infiniti ever built. Not only does it look incredibly aggressive for an SUV,
but it also has the performance to back it up. Still, it makes this one of the most unique SUVs on
the used market and one that won't break the bank. And why you should go out and buy a used
one. Interior Inside, the FX will have trouble matching the level of technology found in a modern
SUV, though it isn't too bad considering Infiniti and Nissan still use this same infotainment
system on brand-new models like the QX60 and Z. Practicality Since this is a mid-size SUV, it is
also quite practical. Verdict We don't think we are wrong in saying the FX50 is the most unique
car Infiniti ever built. Add first comment. Tags: Infiniti Smart Buy Video. Related Used Cars for
Sale. Now Buzzing. What's Hot. Model Overview. Test Drive. The QX80 has mastered the art of
aging like fine wineâ€¦as long as you don't use the infotainment system. Login Sign Up. Popular
Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By Price.

